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ABSTRACT: Recently, the submarine missions are often evolving into operating to littoral areas, which
require operating in shallow water. Such shallow water operations strongly contrast with the traditional ones
due to the effect of a close to free water surface expressed mainly by surface suction force. This influence is
particularly important for submarine maneuverability accounting for restricted area available. The prediction
of submarine behavior in similar conditions requires adequate mathematical model and understanding of the
additional hydrodynamic load generated near the surface region.
The paper is aimed for better understanding of these issues and relating to development of a submarine
simulation model, the experimental program of towing and PMM captive tests of DARPA Suboff submarine
model were conducted at a towing tank. The influence of phenomenon such as effect of a close to free surface
and Froude number at hydrodynamic forces and moments including control surfaces effectiveness were
investigated, also was estimated course stability of motion in horizontal plane.
1 INTRODUCTION
The interest in hydrodynamics of floating, fully
submerged bodies is increasing due to the
development of floating facilities for research and
extraction of marine resources, maintenance of
underwater pipelines, production platforms and so
on. That revives interest of researchers on one
fundamental problem of floating submerged bodies the effect of free surface depending on body
immersion. This problem and actuality arise from
the fact that usually underwater bodies and
appliances are tested mainly for deep water, where
the resistance and all other forces and moments have
a viscous nature, i.e. wave-making and induced
wave forces are ignored [1],[3],[4]. Such bodies,
however the shallow water inevitably has to navigate
in close proximity of free surface that cannot be
considered as "deep immersion". In these modes the
free surface substantially alters the pressure
distribution in the hull, therefore all hydrodynamic
forces and moments on the body. The pressure field
around the body affects the nearby free surface and
generates waves which, in consequence change the
pressure distribution on the body. With the floating
body the wave system is moving that must be "fed"
with energy from the forces work on the body. This
adds to the wave resistance component and all the
other forces and moments on the body.

The motion close the free surface, except
occasionally during the some operations, takes place
in particular when sailing in the fairway with limited
depth. This further complicates the situation. Upon
movement of shallow water also result in extra
forces and moments due to the influence of the
bottom, causing acceleration of the flow around the
hull and the spread of the wave system, and
accordingly the pressure redistribution. The
significance of the problem is determined by the
specifics of the underwater unit control (inhabited
and uninhabited) - namely, the reduction in steering
performance or loss of control can lead to material or
human losses.
The above features are not only important for the
water resistance during body motion, hence for the
propulsive qualities, but at least for its
maneuverability. If in the resistance study is possible
to assume that body motion is stationary on a
straight trajectory, in the general case of a real
maneuvering control we should consider the
curvilinear motion with an angle of drift and angular
velocity. Course stability beneath the free surface is
subject to research in [6],[10],[11]. In this case the
maneuvering qualities of the object changes as a
result of the action of three main factors:
 due considered wave making impact not only on
the longitudinal force of resistance, but also on
the lateral force and moment, caused by drift and
angular velocity of the body;

 as a result of the influence of the free surface on
the control means characteristics, which are
generally symmetrical lifting surfaces with small
aspect ratio;
 frequency of oscillation affects hydrodynamic
load on the body and in particular generated by
control surfaces forces. In conjunction with the
wave effects, this may lead to oscillator modes of
movement, and in marginal cases - to the
bifurcation nature of the motion control process.

Figure 3. BSHC DARPA Suboff model – fully appended

Principal hull and control surfaces data of the
underwater vehicle are given in Table 1.
Table
1. Main particular of the hull and appendages
__________________________________________________
Hull
data
Symbol
Values
__________________________________________________
Length overall, m
LOA
4,356
Diameter moulded, m
D
0,508
Rudder lateral area, m2
AR
0,0814
3
Volume of displacement, m
0,718

Wetted surface, m2
SWA
6,338
Number propellers
[–]
1
Number
rudders
[–]
4
__________________________________________________

Figure 1. Lift coefficient on the spheroid close to the free
surface [12]

Control
surfaces data
Symbol
Values
__________________________________________________
Rudder area, m2
AR
0,0814
Rudder height, m
hR
0,17
Rudder mean chord, m
bR
0,184
Aspect ratio
λR
0,72
Rudder
profile
NACA
0020
__________________________________________________

3 EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AND TEST
PROGRAM

Figure 2. Surface suction force of Suboff geometry with sail
only, H/D=1,5 [13]

Regarding the considered factors influence on the
hydrodynamics of underwater body close the free
surface and the bottom in the literature is available
research on single parameters of the phenomenon at
a fixed geometry of the body. This necessitates
possible global approach to the problem, possibly
accounting for the interference effects. In recent
years, there are studies on the influence of the free
surface, experimental, but mainly with numerical
simulations [2],[5]. However, they are limited only
to some of the effects - the free surface [2],[5] or on
the bottom of the flow volume - [7],[8].

The tests were carried out in the deep water towing
tank of BSHC (L=200 m x B=16 m x D=6.5 m). To
meet requirements of submerged body tank testing a
project for the modernization of the existing Planar
Motion Mechanism was implemented. This creates
possibility to carry out captive maneuvering tests to
determine the course stability derivatives of
submerged objects. Specially developed telescopic
struts are rigidly connected to the two pair of twocomponent load cells with strain gages for varying
the depth of immersion of the underwater body –
Figure 4.

2 OBJECT OF RESEARCH
Object of present investigations is axisymmetric
streamlined elongated reference body, developed for
the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA) Suboff Project. Based on the submarine
geometry (model 5470), described by Groves et al.
[9], the 3D vehicle model was generated and
physical reinforced plastic model have been
manufactured – Figure 3.
Figure 4. Model installed on the PMM via struts & load cells

The set-up of DARPA Suboff model
experimental maneuvering investigations allows to
vary the depth of body immersion and by towing
carriage – the linear speed of motion. Due
consideration only to the idealized case – course
stability in the horizontal plane, assuming the
dominant role of the hull forces, without considering
the wave resistance and wave pattern, the suboff
model is inverted. It is avoids the influence of the
struts – the set-up of sail between two struts.
In view of previous studies on the influence of the
free surface on the submarine behavior, are selected
depths ranging from deep immersion, where there is
no such effect, to the critical relative submersion
depth, corresponding to the critical Froude number
( Fnh ≈ 1) related to the influence of shallow water.

where V – carriage speed [m/s]; g - gravitational
acceleration [m/s2]; H - submergence depth of
centreline axis to the free-surface [m];
Thus BSHC experimental investigations were
performed at three depth immersion of the vehicle
model, described by data and picture incorporated in
the Table 2. The model vertical distance from water
free surface was mesured from the model centerline.
The scope of work consists of captive model
experiments using scale generic submerged model to
quantify the axial resistance (drag force), lateral
force (lift) for a submarine operating close to the free
surface. Measurements are conducted at a constant
forward speed, range submergence depths, and fully
appended hull configurations. The tank test matrix
has been implemented in two basic modes of model
towing: static and dynamic – Table 3.
Table
2. Test depths related to the model center line
__________________________________________________

H3
H2
H1
__________________________________________________
H
m
0,508 1,016 1,27
H/D
[-]
1
2
2,5
Rn
106
8,95
8,98
9,03
Fn
[-]
1,035
0,732
0,655
H
__________________________________________________

Table
3. Course stability model tests program
_________________________________________________
STATIC
TESTS
_________________________________________________
Test Mode

Speed
Immersion
Drift angle
U [m/s]
 [deg]
Static
drift 2,31
H1, H2, H3
-4, -2, 0; 2; 4;
_________________________________________________
DYNAMIC
TESTS
_________________________________________________
Test Mode Speed
Immersion
Yaw rate
U [m/s]
r’ [-]
Pure yaw
2,31
H1, H2, H3
0,04; 0,08;
0,12; 0,16;
_________________________________________________

4 COURSE STABILITY ANALYSIS
An analysis of the stability characteristics of the
submarine in horizontal plane was realized making
use of dynamic stability indices based on the
linearized equations of motion and on hydrodynamic
derivatives, obtained by a fore mentioned PMM
tests.
According to [12],[13] the underwater vehicle can
be considered inherently directionally stable if after a
disturbance from steady-state straight motion it
resumes its steady motion on another straight
direction with controls fixed in zero or neutral
position. Below an analysis of DARPA Suboff
course stability as a function of body immersion is
performed. This is taken into account for two aspects
of vehicle course stability, namely:
 inherent to body geometry course stability;
 vehicle response to impulse external actions.
Linear “sway-yaw” model of maneuvering motion
in horizontal plane has been considered. The
required linear hydrodynamic derivatives were
obtained by processing the captive PMM tank tests
data.
4.1 Course stability in horizontal plane
Obtained by model PMM tests DARPA Suboff at
different submergence ratio H/D hydrodynamic
derivatives of linearized sway and yaw equations of
motion are given in Table 4. Data from other three
sources are included, also.
Table 4. Non-dimensional stability derivatives in horizontal
3
plane*10
__________________________________________________
H/D
Nv'
Yr'
Yv'
Nr'
Gh
[-]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[-]
__________________________________________________
DTMB [13]
6
-13.65 -12.85 -27.83 -4.44 -0.419
Autosub [17] 3
-0.45 12.64 -28.45 -5.35 1.037
NPS [16]
n.a. -7.4
-43.2 -100
-16
0.800
2.5 1.5
10.8 -44.2
4.0
0.845
BSHC
2
1.6
7.2
-45.7
4.2
0.774
1
2.5
5.7
-59.5
4.2
0.631
__________________________________________________

DARPA Suboff inherent course stability has been
estimated by means of well-known criterion Gh
[12],[13]:
Gh  1  N v (Yr  m) /[Yv ( N r  x g m)]

(1)

where: N v , N r , Yv , Yr - first order derivatives of side
force and yaw moment in respect to sway velocity v
and yaw rate r .
Calculated values of criterion G h for the realized
test cases, including deeply submerged [13] are
given by Figure 5.

R( p)  r0  p(a1b3  a3b1 )  (a2 b3  a3b2 )

 v0 a2 b1  a1b2  / Q( p)

(3)

The expressions (2) & (3) have a form of rational
functions:
F ( p) 

M ( p)
N ( p)

In above expression the numerator and
denominator are polynomials of the parameter p in
which the denominator is of power n.
Original of similar function can be found using
Heaviside expansion theorem:
n
 M ( p )( p  pi ) 
f ( )   
e pi

N ( p)
i 1 
 p  pi

Than by inverse transform we can obtain
expressions for the hull response by drift velocity
and yaw rate changes when instantaneous
disturbance has been applied. Separating above
characteristics as four combination of response to
particular disturbances in sway and yaw, namely:

Figure 5. Effect of non-dimensional immersion H/D on Gh

We can conclude that this underwater vehicle is
directionally stable close to the free water surface
and unstable in deep water conditions. It should be
pointed that this submarine feature is inherent to the
given body geometry: hull & sail & stern controls.
Obviously, the operational course stability in both
planes will depend on the effectiveness of control
surfaces. By the way, to obtain quicker submarine
response to control actions in submarine design is
observed a tendency to keep small course instability
in deep water conditions [14].
4.2 Impulse response in horizontal plane
To investigate the behavior of underwater vehicle
when impulse change in motion parameters takes
place the linear analysis approach [14],[15] to an
open loop control system described by the set of two
linear differential equations [13] is applied. Let’s
suppose that at the moment the ship was subject to
instant external sway and yaw disturbance:

v( ) 0  v0

;

v ( ) v ( ) r ( ) r ( )
v 0 ; r0 ; v 0 ; r0

Then we have:
v( )
1

[(a1b3  a3b1 ).( p1e  p1  p2 e  p2 )
v0
p1  p2

 (a1b4  a4 b1 )(e p1  e p2 )]

(4)

v( )
1

[(a3b4  a 4 b3 ).(e  p1  e  p2 )
r0
p1  p2

(5)

r( )
1

[(a 2 b1  a1b2 ).(e  p1  e  p2 )
v0
p1  p2

(6)

r ( )
1

[(a1b3  a 3b1 ).( p1e  p1  p2 e  p2 )
r0
p1  p2

 (a2 b3  a3b2 )(e p1  e p2 )]

(7)

r( ) 0  r0

where: v 0 and r0 - values of the initial impulse
actions.
The Laplace transformation of the linearized
equations of motion and solution of the system with
respect to the side and yaw velocities yields:
V ( p)  v0  p(a1b3  a3b1 )  (a1b4  a4 b1 )

 r0 a3b4  a4 b3  / Q( p)

(2)

Time histories of BSHC DARPA Suboff response
to small disturbances in sway and yaw velocities,
described by solution in time of equations (4) to (7)
for 3 different distances from free water are
illustrated by Figure 6 and Figure 7.

Figure 6. DARPA Suboff response to sway-to-sway and yawto-yaw instantaneous disturbance close to the free surface

where: HR - submergence depth of centreline axis to
the free-surface, [m]; hR - rudder height, [m]
The results of performed numerical study by
means of software "ANSYS“ of free surface effect
on rudder characteristics indicate that with reduction
of the depth of immersion the changes of the drag
are minimal. This beneficial phenomenon, however,
is compensated by the noisy reduction in lifting force
- the most important factor determining the rudder's
effectiveness. In this case, it can be concluded that
the performance of the rudder is getting worse as it
approaches the free surface. The factor that may be
decisive for these results would be the "suction"
effect. It would be given rise to by increasing the
velocity in the area between the rudder and the free
surface, followed by reduced dynamic pressure.
Rudder hydrodynamic load (drag and lift)
dependency on its immersion for the range
deflection angles is shown on Figure 8 and 9.
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Figure 7. DARPA Suboff response to yaw-to-sway and swayto-yaw instantaneous disturbance close to the free surface
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Based on this it can be concluded that:
 In the case of “yaw-to-yaw” (r0/r) disturbance the
motion is critically damped, i.e. the yaw rate
decreases uniquely to zero;
 In other cases after impulse disturbances the
motion is underdamped, i.e. responses
increase/decrease (with sign change) and then go
to zero.
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Figure 8. Depth influence on the rudder drag
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5 CLOSE SURFACE EFFECT INFLUENCE ON
THE SUBOFF RUDDER EFFICIENCY

Figure 9. Depth influence on the rudder lift

When considering the vehicle controllability and
operational course stability it is of interest to have
information about steering forces, generated as a
result of control surfaces deflection. In our case we
had study the influence of submergence ratio on
vertical rudders forces. Thus, hydrodynamic loads on
Suboff vertical rudders close to the free surface have
been investigated. Calculations for three nondimensional submergence depths at one flow rate
were performed, and the data for the two
hydrodynamics characteristic parameters of rudder
efficiency were derived - drag and lifting force.
Ratio of immersion is defined as:

6 CONCLUSIONS

H* = HR / hR

Fnh

In this study, a DARPA Suboff submarine
hydrodynamics for the case of close free water
surface
operation
was
investigated.
The
hydrodynamic coefficients of the maneuvering
model have been determined for the three
immersions of vehicle by means of specially adopted
PMM for underwater bodies tank testing. In such
conditions, the course stability in horizontal plane
has been estimated and compared with other
research data. Similarly, the submarine response to
impulse disturbances close to the free surface was
calculated. Special attention has been paid to the
effectiveness of submarine control surfaces in
shallowly immersed conditions.

In the frame of the recent project the research will
continue with development of 6DOF maneuvers
simulation model for above discussed conditions,
which process shall be supported by additional tank
tests and numerical studies.
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